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1
In a discussion necessarily so limited as this, the devel-
opment of the essay from Bacon to Addison can "but Toe inadequately
treated. An additional limitation is the scarcity of "books deal-
ing with the essay in general ?and with this period in particular.
Reliable treatise on the essay as a literary form there is none,
the only available sources on the subjec 4" "being short introductions
,
generally superficial in character, to editions of various essayists,
I
"Further difficulty arose because so much of the little published
about the essay has been written from an exceedingly limited view-
point, or consists of generalizations unsupported by any proof.
Then, too, since numerous essayists of the seventeenth century were
comparatively unimportant in the history of literature, biographies
of them sufficiently detailed to be useful in determining the origii
and growth of trie essay form were not to be had.
Neither is it possible in a thesis of this length to con-
sider minutely the essDyists of a period covering more than a
century. In every case thorough analysis of each writer has been
manifestly impossible. What has been attempted is not such a de-
tailed investigation - interesting as that would be -,but a general
study of the tendencies evident in the essay during the first
hundred years of its existence in England,
Doubtless a decided narrowing of the material would have
brought more definite results, results more valuable to the science
- if there is a science - of literature. But to one trying to
gain a broadly sympathetic yet historical knowledge of the whole
field too nice limitation of subject matter is a great disadvan-
tage. Hence I chose to cover a square mile of English literature
fairly superficially, rather than to limit my horizon by carefully

digging over one square inch.
The following discussion, then, is a preliminary survey
of a whole field, here and there filled in with details, "but in
general showing large tendencies and movements and outlining
various hypotheses which may "be fully verified - or perhaps com-
pletely overthrown - only hy prolonged study impossible to a
candidate for a master's degree.

3Chapter 1,
THE ESSAY AS A LITERARY FORM.
In studying the essay, the greatest obstacle arises from the
difficulty of defining the word itself. Though there are few lit-
erary terms more generally employed, there is probably none used
more vaguely than this same word essay. It seems almost as if
every form of prose which cannot "be readily fitted into any other
literary name scheme is tossed at once into the essay group either
by the authors themselves or by the critics. Even if there is no
siit-division of the essay class with which the new arrival can
it
aff iliateAmakes little difference. It is no otner form of litera-
ture ? therefore it must be an essay; if it fits into no essay class,
then, truly, a new species has been discovered,
G. H. Clarke in his introduction to Bacon's Essays well
illustrates the logical outcome of such laxity. He says there are
several orders of essay, "their nature varying as their source".
He mentions the portrait essay, the humorous essay, the "isdom
essay, the critical essay, the historical essay, the nature essay,
the professional essa}', and the lyric essay. With such a class-
ification there would be no quarrel,were he not reduced by such
inclusiveness to defining the essay in general as "an endeavor to
i
do something". With such a definition what can be excluded?
Every article in the popular magazines is an endeavor to do sore-
thing, but no thinking person would call them all essays. Even
some ponderous tomes are nothing more than endeavors to do some-
thing in the line of science, philosophy, or what not. If such a
i The Essays of Erancis Bacon, Ed. by 0. H. Clarke (new York),p 4 i.

4loose definition "be accepted , students of literature may as well
abandon the essay field, for how can the history of an"endeavor to
do something" be traced*'
The Oxford Dictionary defines the essay as : "A composition
of moderate length on any particular subject, or branch of a sub-
ject; originally implying want of finish, 'an irregular undigested
piece, 1 but now said of a composition more or less elaborate in
style, though limited in range." According to this the only essen-
tial of the essay in all periods is comparative brevity, for the
style varies accord inn- to the period . Since brevity is obviously
only a negative characteristic 9 it will scarcely serve as a touch-
stone
.
Webster says the essay is: "A literary composition, analytic
al or interpretative in nature, dealing with its subject from a
more or less limited or personal standpoint, and permitting a
considerable freedom of style and method. Though commonly essays
are brief, suitable for reading at one sitting, the term is also
applied to systematic works treating of their subjects under a
series of captions, as Locke's Es say Concerni ng ^Jinan Understand in;
Occasionally poetic works bear the title, as Pope's Essay on Man
.
In general an essay is distinguished from a treatise or disserta-
tion in being less systematic and formal, from a thesis in not
being restricted to formal argument, from a history or biography
in treating its subject in' a single aspect rather than its whole
scope .
"
While the above is a much more accurate and restrictive
definition, it, toOj plunges us into difficulties. Eor instance,
there is no attempt made to account for Pope's poem being entitled
an essay, nor does it consider such a production as the Essay on i

5Trade "Relations "between Great Br_it_ain and Ireland , which is neither
"analytical nor interpretative", nor does it discuss the subject
"under a sories of captions".
Since it seems impossible, therefore, to find a ready-made
definition which will cover the scope of the essay from its he-
ginning to its latest stage, no attempt will be made here to formu-
late a new one. All that is absolutely necessary for the purpose
of this thesis is a definition which will cover the period especial
ly under examination, and embrace those literary forms called essay
which in this period seem to form the basis for the modern essay.
Such a definition may later be valuable in determining the legit-
imate essay succession, and may even bring us to eliminate many so-
called essays - that, however, is purely speculative,
A.s a basis for this study such essays have been chosen as
show some indications of at least belonging to the same family,
and evidencing growth toward the modern essay. No attempt will be
made to account for the application of this name to such a commer-
cial work as the Essay on Trade Relations, This is evidently an
exceptional use of the term and has no lineal descendants. The
general popularity of the word essay, together with its rather
loose significance, is probably enough to account for sporadic
outcroppings of this sort, which, while interesting as evincing
the popularity of the term, have yet no significance in the later
development of the form.
^o determine what the seventeenth century essay was, it is
necessary that we first consider its origin.
The earliest edition of Montaigne* s essays, consisting of
two books, appeared in 1580 and 1582, followed by amplified editioi
increased by a third book. in 1588 and 1595. At this period rela-

tions between French and English literature were very close, due
partly to the general interest in literature which the Renaissance
had awakened in England, partly to the repeated visits of English-
of 1
/ men to France andfrenchmen to England. A.t any rate Montaigne's
work seems to have been carried over to England almost immediately.
In the stationer's Register for 1595 Edward Aggas "entered for his
copie under the handes of the ITardenes : The Essais of Hichaell
2
Lord Uountene". Elorio's translation was registered in June, 1600,
and appeared, in 1603. Certain it is, even without this evidence,
that copies of Montaigne must have been circulating in England be-
fore that time; for the Essays of Cornwallis which appeared in 1600
not only are pervaded with the spirit of Montaigne, but also make
very direct references to him.
3
Eurthermore we have Bacon's word for it that he was acquaint-
ed with the Erench essays, because he quotes directly from them
4
in Of Truth. As this appeared for the first time in the edition
of 1625, it is not proof that Bacon knew Montaigne before he pub-
lished his first edition in 1597. Still it is scarcely possible
to believe that the youth Cornwallis would become familiar with
literature of this sort before Bacon,who had "taken all knowledge
for his province". Bacon, moreover, had visited Erance in the
suite of Amyas Paulet,and Miss Norton says the evidence goes to
6
show that Bacon knew Montaigne in Erance (1576). If furtner proof
l-Upham,A.H. Erench Influence in English Literature (New York, 1908)
P .
4
2 . op .cit
.
,
p 266.
3 .Cornwallis , Sir William, Essays (London , 1606 ) , Essay 12 says trail
slations of Montaigne are excellent. "Montaigne speaks now good
English"
.
4 .Bacon, of- Cit-, 5.
5 ,IJpham, op. cit . ,266.
6 .Norton

7were necessary, we should need but to consider the title. It is not
impossible to suppose that the essay form might spring up similarly
in two different countries at somewhat the same time; yet, even if
we admit this, it is scarcely possible to imagine that the term
"essay", which Montaigne had been the first in any language to
apply, could also almost simultaneously have occurred to the mind
of Bacon. Are we not, then, perfectly safe in concluding that
Bacon knew Montaigne, and that where their work is similar and
yet different from work appearing previously Bacon is indebted to
the Frenchman?
This being true, it would then appear that for the personal
touch noted by Webster English literature is indebted to France.
Montaigne stated that he had written his essays to give an account
of his time, to amuse his old age with a labor which, while inter-
taining to him at the moment, would also be of value to others
after his death. In his foreword he says of his book: "I had no
other end in putting it together but what was domestic and private.
.... It was intended for the particular use of my relations and
friends, in order that, when they have lost me, which they must
soon do, they may here find some traces of my quality and humour,
and may thereby nourish a more lively recollection of me." Even
if he had been desirous of writing formally, it is hardly probable
that he would have done so. Montaigne was noted for his garrulity
- at any time he preferred talking to men to reading books -
and it was very unlikely that he could help being influenced by
his conversational habits. He says of his own style: "Had I
proposed to court the favor of the world I had set myself out in
1. Montaigne - Essays - Hazlitt p. 27.

borrowed "beauties; but 'twas my wish to be seen in my simple,
natural, and ordinary garb, without study or artifice for 'twas
myself I had to paint ... I am myself the subject of my book".
And again writing in the same vein he says, "As things come into
my head I heap them in.
. .1 let myself jog on at my own rate and
1
ease". Even without this statement^no reader of the essays could
fail to perceive that they are what Montaigne said they were in-
tended to be - personal opinion simply set forth.
Bacon's essays also originated from conversation and con-
sisted of statements of personal opinion. Long before they were
written out in definite form Bacon had been collecting in his note-
book sentences which occurred to him at various times. These in
2
his essays were expressed "significantly but not curiously",
probably in many respects about as he originally jotted them down.
Montaigne had set the style, as regards terms, by coining the
work essay in the sense he used it; if his terminology was accepted,
how much more natural is it that the most distinctive tone of
his book should also establish a fa hion, and that in England,
beginning with Francis Bacon, a new literary form should spring
up model/ed on these informal attempts of Montaigne.
Many, thinking of Montaigne or Addison or Lamb, will smile
at the idea of calling Bacon's essays personal, and maintain that
in their proud reserve they effectually preclude any definition
of the essay which involves personality. The answer to such an
objection is Bacon himself. He was an enigma; his conduct can be
understood only from the view-point of cold self-reliance. If we
1. Montaigne, op.cit., p. xv.
2, Bacon, op.cit,,pxi.

9regard him as an unemotional and most anbitious personage seemingly
sacrificing everything, friends included, on the altar of ambition
then and only then do his actions become intelligible. To know
and to succeed were his desires, and no matter where we read about
him we can find no other key which really unlocks his character.
The acquisition, of knowledge and the way to success, form the
main subject-matter of his essays, and are the themes he treats
most successfully, ^nen dealing with subjects involving close
1
personal relationships he, as Church says, "reveals an utter in-
capacity to come near a subject, except as strange • external
phenomena
Examination of his letters shows that those he wrote were
more reserved than those his friends sent him. All of his cor-
respondence is of a decidedly formal tone: Essex often betrays
his friendship and so does Bacon's mother, but Bacon remains frigi< •
The warmest letter which he seems to have written Essex was in
159
5
f.
after Essex had "enfeoffed Bacon of land" worth \ 1800. In
this letter of thanks Bacon refers to his disappointment at the
unfavorable attitude of the Queen in the following essay-like
2
expression: "^or myself I have lost some opinion, some tine, and
some means; this is my account; but then for opinion it is a blast
that cometh and goeth; for time, it is true it goeth and cometh
not;- but yet I have learned that it may be redeemed ^or
your Lordship, T do think myself more beholding to you than to any
man. And I say, I reckon myself as a common; and as much as is
1. Church, H. W., Bacon (London, 1902), p. 216.
2. spedding, J., vrorks of Fran cis Bacon (London, 1862), p. 372.

10
lawful to "be enclosed of a common, so much your Lordship shall
"be sure to have".
Compare this with Essex's letter in which he relates the
1
ill success of his attempts to reinstate Bacon with the Queen:
"I am full of pain and can write no more. I wish to you as to
myself, and am your most assured friend".
The following is the most personal passage I could
find anywhere in Bacon's letters to his brothers, and this relates
o
to money matters. "Touching myself, as I acknowledge with due
thanks your "brotherly kindness, so I must confess unto you freely
and ir>feignedly that finding myself by imperfection of nature not
only careless of myself, but incapable of what is best for myself,
I will and do commit myself to the resolution and direction of
my most honourable friend and dearest brother". The rest of the
letters he wrote his brother seem purely business, relating
especially to matters of preferment, and having in them nothing
more, approaching the personal note than the complimentary close.
So are his letters to his mother. She v/rites him long
epistles which, as Spedding says, "all exhibit the same tender
and anxious affection" . To these solicitous letters Bacon replied
with letters which seem entirely devoid of all tenderness.
The conclusion cannot but be that Bacon was seemingly most
engrossed in the things about which he most wrote; and that the
essays, far from showing a lack of personality actually exhibit
more of the man Bacon, - aside from financial matters - than do
his letters. Ke was the sort of man who cannot be separated from
his dignity.
1. Spedding, op. c it., 63.
2. Spedding, op.cit., p.352«
3. Spedding, op.cit,, p. 113.
J
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Sir William Cornwallis, the next essayist of the time,
published his volume in 1600 and 1501. According to the statement
made in the preface, these essays were not originally intended for
publication ;*but they had "bean j assed around among his acquaintances
until his friends feared they would finally fall into the hands
of a printer who, as H. 0. says, "would have published them un-
polished, deformed without any correction, to prevent which,
having in my hands a perfect copie, and "being inwardly private
with his privatest conceits, I thought it better to divulge them
1
than to adventure the hazard."
7/hether or not we believe this rather flimsy excuse, it
wonld at least warrant us in assuming that Cornwallis had written
them largely to amuse himself, to give expression to the many ideas
which came to him but which he scarcely considered himself capable
of presenting formally before the world. The informal nature ofhi9
productions on at least one occasion is shown in Of Alehouses,
which essay he says he is writing because he was driven to this
tavern by a storm, and since he has heard all the landlord's
knowledge he is now going to write down his own ideas "to see if
2
I be his better in discretion." Here acrain is the conversational
inspiration.
That the work of writing essays was not considered by
Cornwallis, professedly at least, as real literary labor is
evidenced by the introduction to the second part, "I number it
amongst your many favours, the protecting mine Idlenesse, for I
cannot confesse them labours". That he conceived of the term essay
1. Cornwallis, op.cit., preface by H . 0.
2. Cornwallis, op.cit., Of Alehouses.
3. Cornwallis, op.cit
.
, To tHe" Latfy Tfa stings
,
etc.
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in the meaning of attempt is proved in Of Essayes and Bookejs,
where he says : "Plutarch's and Montaigne's are not essays, for
though they he short, yet they are strong and able to endure the
sharpest triall: "but mine are Essayes, who am hut newly hound
1 2
Prentice to the inquisition of knowledge",
Cornwallis shows further his idea that the essay is the least
formal method of writing, and has consequently the fewest demands
upon it, in the same essay where he declares, "It is a manner of
writing well befitting undigested notions, or a head not knowing
3
his strength like a circumspect runner trying for a start", Again,
if we needed any proof outside the perfectly evident carelessness
of form, that he did not consider himself ham' ered by any literary
rules we might note this confession of his own dilettantism, "There
was never art yet that lavd so fast hold of me that she night
4
justly call me her servant",
^elltham, writing in 1677, gives much the same reason as
Montaigne's; that is he, too, composed essays to "give the world
some account, ho™- he spent his vacant hours".
The personal, and in some cases informal, tone , seems from
this evidence to he the fundamental peculiarity of the essay at
the time of, and shortly after ,its origin. Montaigne had no rules
1. Cornwallis, op.cit., Of Ptesayes and Bpokes . TTo. 46.
2 The generally accepteT~opinion tEat fh'e early essays were at temp
has undoubtedly" a strong element of truth, but on the other hand is
scarcely true in the respect most tootle believe it to be, Tnat
they were governed by no general rules of form is a fact, but tney
were not attempts in the sense of an"endeavor to do something.'
Bacon says clearly that essays are "dispersed meditations", but
^e does not Gay they are fragments of a larger whole, or tnat
they are rough drafts to be worked over later, Cornwallis is the
only one who 'seems to consider his productions as distinctly
"attempts'* in one- sense of the word,
3.. Cornwallis, op.cit. Of Besayeg and Bpokes .
4. Tbid.
:
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except that he must "amuse his hours of idlenesse" , and his
English imitators gladly followed a restriction which would limit
so little. Throughout the rest of the century as far as Cowley
and Temple
9
the sane tendency prevailed and established itself as
the first essay requirement.
Yet it would "be folly to pretend that all the essays in the
latter part of the century have so unpretentious an origin,
Fuller in his preface speaks as if his were intended for rather
serious work; menple ^<ives no indication as to how his were com-
posed ; nor does Cowley, though Montaigne - like he wrote his essays;
during the last seven years of his life. But to establish the
point we do not need to prove that all essays were of similar
origin? for once the personal or the conversational tone, or
perhaps the two tones combined, received an impetus, it was to be
expected that a style so eminently natural would soon gain prom-
inence, especially when sponsored by men of such genius and
prestige as Bacon and Montaigne. Cornwallis and Felltham were
simply straws to show which way the wind was blowing.
This tendency to naturalness and ease remains decidedly
characteristic of the essay even until today. In men like
Addison and Lamb it reached its perfection, though to just what
degree it was in then studied naturalness it is not the function
of this paper to determine. At any rate in the sixteenth century
the fashion was set and later enthusiastically, if spontaneously,
followed. The strength of this style comes through following the
lines of least resistance, because it is most nearly related to
•conversation, our most common form of self-expression.
Yet is it not singular that in the seventeenth century when
the marble hand of classicism was laid on poetry, stiffening the

14
meter into the heroic couplet, that in prose there should have
"been exa.ctly the opposite tendency, and that a form allowing of
the greatest literary freedom, a form permitting not only un-
limited expression of individuality "but also unlimited license
in the form of that expression, should spring up and flourish?
Stranger yet, as we shall see later, was the tendency to shake
off what formalism had up to this time attached itself to prose
style in the way of sentences modelled upon the involved Latin
style, and upon the artificial forms of Euphuism.
As a corollary from the subjective tone of the early essay
comes its subject matter. The writers of this kind of literature
were naturally not interested in the discovery of facts; they
were concerned simply with reflection upon the general truths of
life. Though addicted to constant use of anecdote, Montaigne is
attracted to such accounts only for purposes of generalization;
and he employs them in order to form a "basis for the expression
of his ideas, educational, moral, and religous. His purpose is
no" to discover forgotten points of history, but from those points
to make deductions which will cover life in general. He is
employed, not in finding new material, hut in holding that formerly
discovered up to the light in such a way that the sun streams
through at a new angle, and a new set of values is perceived.
Even the titles employed by the English essayists of the
seventeenth century would prove this. Death, Love, Adversity,
Good Fortune, Eaith, Friendship are themes discussed in turn by
each succeeding essayist. Though often brought down to the specif-
ic by recital of the author's own experience, they are in general
treated in their large aspect. Occasionally one will talk on such

a theme as Gardens; but, as a rule, the broader ultimate prob-
1
lems of human life are the ones that interest.
From such examination of the essay characteristics, the
following definition of the form at the time of, and immediately
following, its origin would seem to hold. The essay is a. brief
and intentionally subjective treatment, often professedly tenta-
tive, of a subject usually vast, not at all for the purpose of
o
discovering new facts.
It would be possible, I believe, to show that such a defi-
nition would cover the essay, strictly speaking, from Montaigne's
day down to our own, A few productions now called essays would be
relegated to some other form of literature, but in the main the
chief distinction would hold; that is, the subjective tone would
be uppermost. We read Bacon and we remember many a vivid turn
of thought so aptly expressed that it cannot but stay in our minds
yet are we impressed enough by Of Friendship or Of Truth to re-
member long the exact idea expressed? But what reader of his
essays fails to retain the image of Bacon the utilitarian? We
read an essay of Lamb, and probably as we lay down the book the
dominant impression remaining is not one of fact or of definite
ideas; it is an impression of the whimsicality of Lamb. We read
Aes Triplex and doubtless we think of death in a different wa: >
but after all is not the most real and vital thing to us the
1 Montaigne sometimes treated such limited subjects as Of Thumbj
but in general he follows the above rule. Probably his greater
production is sufficient to account for his recourse to smaller
themes
2. This wording of the, definition was suggested almost entirely
by Professor Greenough^
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boundless courage of the man Stevenson?
If carried to an extreme this would undoubtedly "be danger-
ous doctrine, for it would favor the idea that manner supersedes
matter in the essay, that what you say signifies not so much as
the quaint, or the daring, or the humorous way in which you say
it. To try to establish such a radical idea is far from the
intention of this discussion; what is contended is not that the
revelation of personality is more important than the other, but
that in the essay it is more characteristic, and hence is the
real essence of the essay as distinguished from closely allied
forms
.
Owing to the breadth of the field, I am of necessity
generalizing from insufficient instances* but, as far as I have
been able to determine -the vitalizing, unifying element of the
essiy is personality . In this form every essayist, from Montaigne
to Agnes "Repplier, has revealed the true inwardness of the life
that, is in him - it may be seriously, practically, forcefully
as does Bacon; it may be in the pleasantly round-about style of
Addison, or in the intense earnestness of Emerson, but be the othe:
characteristics what they may the dominant note of the essay is th
personal note. Criticism, morals, philosophy, religion have been
considered by the essayists not for the purpose of adding new
facts to our knowledge of the subjects, but to pour the old wine
into new bottles, - or changing the figure - to let the light of
a different personality color the crystal anew.
Or perhaps we may put it better if we say that the essay
consists essentially of a point of view. Granted the world and
the facts of the world, granted life and the industries and rela-
tions of human lives as common to all, yet every essayist who ever
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wrote has seen these elements from his own point of view; he has
presented to us not absolute truth as the scientist would define
it, but truth as it appears to the essayists; not Poor Relations
"by and large, as they ua.y be in the general world, but Poor de-
lations as they seemed to Lamb's fancy - or mayhap as they appear-
ed after the visit of a peculiarly irritating member of the species
Going even farther, can we not say that the essay is to
prose in a remote way what the lyric is to poetry? The lyric
1
gives vent to the poet's personal emotions or experiences, but,
being poetry, must be of a somewhat more exalted type than the
emotions which may be e-pressed in prose. Yet though the personal
experiences embodied in the essay may be more commonplace than
those sung in the lvric, where else in prose literature do we
2
find them to any degree .
If the essay is a question not so much of form as of
personality, not so much of truth as of view-point, then the test
of the essay is the subjective matter. It may concern itself with
the mighty q_ues x ions of life, or it may be devoted to the descrip-
tion of a single character* but if the writers personality vivifies
the material we have not a treatise or a description but an essay.
This distinction is of the greatest importance if we are to dis-
cuss the "character" in this connection, if we are to have any
1. standard Dictionary,
2. v/hen I wrote the above I thought it an original observation.
Since then my opinion had be^n confirmed by a Sentence in G. H.
Clarke's - Essav> of Lord Eacoji, and the following passage in
Alexander SmTflbTs' 'D'r e'a'mfhorp , w The essay, as a literary form,
resembles the lyric , *i~sV Tar as it is molded by some critical
mood, whimsical, serious, or satirical. Given the mood, and tne
essay, from the first sentence to the last grows around it as the
cocoon grows around the silk-worm. 4
'
Cf. Smith, Alexander, Dreamthorp (London, 1905), p. 34,
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real oasis for including Mrs . Battle's Opinions on Whist and ex-
cluding the type character of the seventeenth century. It will
set before us so delicate a task as drawing the line "between
Thomas Puller's Characters and his Essays ; but unless it is a
valid distinction it seeus useless to attempt a more accurate
definition of the essay than that it is the catch-all of litera-
ture, where one may throw all those odd lengths of prose which
will not fit into any other classification. If not this then the
essay is a nondescript thing, sometimes a criticism, sometimes
a "character", sometimes a hit of popularized philosophy , in short
anything which is no other form of literature.
Let us say, then, that the essay differs from the many
closely allied forms in that, in the latter, the author holds up
the subject-matter and to a great extent hides himself "behind it;
while in the essay his individuality dominates the subject-
matter, controlling and coloring the whole production.
So far in its history the essay has been short, varying
from the frequent one page productions of the early seventeenth
century to the comparatively long ones of the latter half of the
period, and the still longer ones of essayists nearer our own
time. H. W. Liaibie says it must necessarily be short, that
"expanded beyond certain limits it inevitably becomes another
form of literature'.' To me this appears diametrically opposed
to his former statement that "the essayist is not a recorder he
1. Doubtless the term meant different things in each successive
century,and perhaps it is useless for me to try to bring my
seventeenth century definition to cover all periods in some degree
.
Yet though it is only an hypothesis of mine I believe furtner in-
vestigation will verify it.
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,
1
is an artist", and also to his declaration that "the quality, the
charm, that which lives cones from the personality of the artist".
If the essay is a separate form, in any respect "out length, no
2
amount of expanding can make it anything else. Yet I imagine the
j
essay will always remain as it began, comparatively short, not
"because if extended it would become history or philosophy, but
because it is a crystallized mood, and as man's moods change so
must he leave one essay subject and pass to another. One point
of view will scarcely be retained long enough to permit the writing
of a volume, any more than the sudden emotion of the poet as he
writes his lyric song will last. Moreover, the man who has a
great deal to say on anyone subject has generally investigated it
with the idea of setting forth the facts in the clearest fashion,
in the truest light, rather than in the always prejudiced manner
of the essayist,
I said that we might consider that the essay is to prose
what- the lyric is to poetry; and in as far as this relates to the
expression of the writer's individuality I believe this will
generally hold true, but in another way it is misleading. The
lyric is primarily emotional; it is, seemingly at least, a
spontaneous outburst of feeling, while the essay is in this re-
' spect entirely different. The latter is first and foremost re-
flective instead of emotional; spontaneous it may be, at least
as much so as many lyrics, but it is concerned largely with the
l.Maibie, H . W. Counsel Upon the Reading of Books (Cambridge 1901),
P ^ G G
2'^This I believe can be proved by a close analysis of Thomas
Browne's Religio Medici. There is not space in this thesis, how-
ever, to consider what form of literature Religio Medici is.
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the affairs of others, it is occupied primarily with observing
and classifying men, with reflecting upon their actions and ad-
vising them concerning their modes of "behaviour. It is a personal
analysis of outside things, generally , rather than an outpouring
of the author's emotions. As far as reflections and classifica-
tions and advice are molded by the writer's feeling, it bears a
distinct relation to the lyric; hut otherwise, with its subject-
matter of mentality rather than emotion, it is profoundly different
Then - since these are the distinguishing features of tnis
literary form - according as the revealed personality is lively
or stolid, strong or weak, intellectually creative or intellect-
ually imitative, will he the value of the resulting literature.
If the man is immature - as were many seventeenth century essayists
- the reflections, the generalizations, will he faulty and of no
lasting interest, If in addition to being immature the mind is
non-creative, if it is moved to imitate rather than to originate
by the force of its own genius, then the essayis
4
:
will be almost
forgotten, as are many of those who, attracted by the blaze of
Bacon's gl*ory, were drawn into some degree of popularity by
his reflected splendor, only soon to drop back into the shadows
whence they came. The reflective man, who would reform us all,
we have ever with us; but the ~ od essayist, like the good poet,
is rare.
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SIMILARITY 01? THE ESSAYISTS
.
Tt is so far from the De SHec^ute of Cicero to the Of Old
Age of later writers that I shall not attempt to trace the con-
nection, necessary as such a study would he in determining the
complete history of the essay. Bacon himself suggests the rela-
tionship when, speaking of his essays, he says: "The word is late
"but the thing is ancient. ?or Seneca's Epistles to Lucilius, if
one mark them well, are but Essays, that is dis}.ersed meditations,
though conveyed in the form of epistles". Yet since the source
of the modern essay seems to he Montaigne, with him this study
will "begin.
There must he something significant in the fact that, to
one who has not really searched over the intervening space, the
next essayist of importance after Bacon is Addison. With almost
a hundred years "between them and no lack of essayists, some gen-
eral reason must underlie the disappearance of the multitude.
If we examine them carefully, we shall find that they almost all
bear a close, or at least a marked resemh lance to each other in
subject-matter, or in style, or often in both. Is not this lack
of originality the real reason why the work of most of the essay-
ists during this period proved so evanescent
1
? If personality is
the chief charm of this literary form, we cannot expect imitators
to stand the test of time. Has not every great essayist whom
we could name - Montaigne, Bacon, Addison, Lamb, Carlyle, Arnold
and so on down to the most modern-added not only new thoughts
but new style? "On style depends the success of the essayist.
Montaigne said the most familiar things in the finest way. . . .
The world is not so much in need of new thoughts as
that when
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thought grown old it should, like current coin, be called in, and,
1
from the mint of genius, reissued fresh and new." We admire an
interesting style in history, yet after all facts count most; in
philosophy - seemingly at least - truths are almost all, in the
essay style is almost all. And style is hut another name for
originality. So if we, examining the seventeenth century essayist .
find them lacking in the power to originate,we cannot wonder at
their sinking into obscurity.
Let us first compare Bacon- with Montaigne in this respect.
2
Upham says thatMontaigne "afforded a veritable storehouse of
suggestions and citations, on every side of every desirable
subject," and goes on to prove that Bacon was probably no more
backward about going to this storehouse than were the rest of the
3
essayists. He cites a page or more of examples in which the
thought and even the phraseology of Bacon seem very parallel to
that of Montaigne . Farther than this the parallelism can be
worked out but very imperfectly.
The general attitude of the two men is entirely
different. Bacon is always preaching to us, giving us good advice
in a way that shows he realizes fully his superior wisdom; while
Montaigne talks blithely on aboul the affairs of the world, giving
his own opinion of it, but including himself in the analysis.
Indeed he likes to discuss his own faults and foibles. Talking
of dying he speaks also of "when I die", elsewhere he writes at
some length of his poor memory; and again we see him whimsically
1. A Smith, op.cit . p. 53.
2. Upham, op . cit ., p,3n6.
3. Upham, op.cit . , p. 306,
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wondering as to the possibilities inherent in his own character,
"I am not sure I could prevail with my conscience to secure my-
self from the most manifest and extreme danger "by an impudent and
1
solemn lie." Upham says : "Montaigne used the' essay as an ever
shifting, ever growing medium for the expression of his vagrant
skepticism; "Bacon treats it as \ refined and polished commonplace
2
book, full of fitting phrasing of practical advice". Need I
point out that the difference is exactly what we should expect
•from the different personalities of the two men, Montaigne the
sceptical philosopher, Bacon the man determined to win place in
the world, and hence most thoroughly familiar with the utilitarian
aspect of success. Montaignfescreed as an essayist was, "I have
ro authority to he Relieved neither do I desire it, being too
conscious of ray own inerudition to be able to instruct others".
Bacon's was the exact opposite, as every pa:-:e of his essays can
testify. Montaigne was a garrulous old man, not ambitions for
advancement, and hence willing to talk about everything - himself
included. Bacon was a man of the world, eager to win great place,
a man ready enough to give general reflections and act as a judge
upon the rest of the world, but unwilling to tell us of his own
faults because it would "injure his prospects" Though Bacon was
largely influenced he was by no means an imitator. His genius
fused old and new into a form which every succeeding generation
has found delight and profit in reading.
1 . Upham, op.cit . , p ,276*
2. works of Ilontaigne , Trans.by Hazlitt, William (Phila
186"),
p. 39.

'Tot so with the men coming after him. Their thought
and form show them to have had far less creative power, just as
the history of literature proves *hem to have "been of much less
value to the world. Let us first consider Cornwallis. While
his style is greatly inferior to that of Bacon or llontaigne, there
is no denying that he has "been largely influenced by the latter.
Upham has worked this out very thoroughly, and cites eleven essay
titles appearing in identically the same form in both. Neither
does he stop here, but goes on to show by examples from six essays
the close similarity both in thought and expression .
My examination of the titles used by Cornwallis and
by Bacon in his first edition showed similarity of essay subjects,
but, as in every case Montaigne had one of the same title, it
proved nothing. Yet it is worthy of note that Cornwallis, like
Bacon, wrote on very large themes almost without exception, while
Montaigne not seldom deals with very restricted subject-matter.
Otherwise there seems to be no significant resemblance between
the twd\first English essayists.
Bouth maintains that Cornwallis, not Bacon, is the
real originator in England of the essay as we have it today.
After discussing the first ten essays of Bacon, he says: "Put
the scope and range of the essay had not yet been discovered.
Bacon 1 s first series must have appealed to men as a manual of
diplomacy, a kind of Complete Courtier; and, for this reason,
Sir William Cornwallis' work has an importance which its literary
merit would not have justified His essays of 1600 and
1601 have some of the diffuse»ess but none of the charm of Mon-
1. Upham, op.cit., p. 276.
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taigne "But he has introduced a personal touch (also a
feature of Montaigne) which was afterwards to become a character
1
of the essay".
That Cornwallis did have a marked personal tone there
can "be no doubt; indeed, he often strongly reminds one of Montaigni
2
Two pages of his essay on Fame deal entirely with himself, his
attitude toward philosophy and his desire for writing. That he
realizes t^e difference between his rambling style and that to
which people were accustomed is shown in Of Ambition, "Thus I
think seriously though I write it in my talking stile". He was
consciously natural in manner instead of striving for aphorisms
as did Bacon.
"Furthermore the whimsical note present in Montaigne
is sounded again by Cornwallis, in striking contrast to the almost
4
constant seriousness of Bacon. Cornwallis in Of Y^uth says:
"Methinks this same Youth is a very sicknesse .... I have long
laboured in this infirmitie, ever since I was borne, I am not yet
cured: they say there is nothing good for it but time, which I
cannot yet get, and therefore am still sicke, though not so ill as
I was, for I borrowed a little of Experience, which hath done me
onely this good to know I am not wel, it hath made me sensible".
5
Or again: "My custome is about this time of day to sleepe, to
avoid which now, I choose to write so, if this be a drowsie stile,
and sleepily done, yet if it be not worse than sleepe, T goe not
backward, for it serves in sleepes room".
^Cambridge History of English Literature , Ed. by Ward, (Cambridge
1909) , Vol IV, p. 344.
2
.
Cornwallis, op.cit . ,0f Fame , no. 25.
3 Cornwallis, op.cit.', Of Ambition, - no.lQ.
4! Cornwallis, op. cj.t . "OT Youth , no. 14.
5. Cornwallis op.cit Of Sleepe no. 13.
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That Montaigne and Cornwallis were alike in many re-
spects is evident; "but South' s contention that Cornwallis contrib-
uted the personal tone to the English essay needs proof "before
it can "be accepted, for Cornwy His ' s work does not appear to have
"been influential. A.s a matter of fact, the essayists immediately
following Bacon and Cornwallis show the personal tone of Montaigne
in very little degree. After Cornwallis trie markedly conversation-
al, easy, confidential style does not appear again until the time
of Temple and Cowley.
Whether this restraint was due to the influence of
Bacon or euphuism or "both I cannot say. At any rate the similarity
in tone "between the later essayists, Cowley and Temple, would be
far more likely to come from Kontaigne, whose fame was so wide-
spreading, than from his feeble English imitator. Temple and
So
Cowley were men^widely onougk conversant with literature &e tr.at
the Montaigne theory becomes the more probable.
Our conclusion, then, is that Cornwallis had the
informal tone to high degree; but, nevertheless^ that does not
warrant Routh's statement about his importance in the history of
the essay.
Pouth's second inference is even more unsupported than
1
the first. Comparing Cornwallis with Bacon he says: "Again his
outlook is wider. The study of Plutarch's lives had given him
an admiration for manliness, wisdom, and heroism, and he examines
modern character and enterprise from this point of view
He formulates the new ideal of literary culture: the man of no
special science but of liberal interests". No one familiar with
1. Cambridge History of English op.cit,,p. 344.
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1
Bacon's of studies will thoughtfully maintain that this attitude of
Cornwall: s 's is essentially different, or that the latter would
be more likely to influence his fellow-men along the line of cul-
ture than would Bacon. Youth's assertion can be made to appeal
reasonable, I believe, only by the vise of specific instances from
the later writers showing Cornwallis 1 s influence directly. Such
instances I failed to find.
/^side from the ways in which he has adopted Montaigne's
conversational t one,Oornwallis possesses 1 ittle title to fame,
The difference between him and "Bacon can be readily discerned by
examining their respective essays on friendship. "Bacon has such
2
notable and well-known passages as'. "A crowd is not company, and
faces are but a gallery of pictures, and talk but a tinkling
3
cymbal, where there is no love? or: "it redoubleth joys and cutteth
griefs in halves; for there is no man that imparteth his jo„ r s to
his friend, but he joyeth the more; and no man that imparteth his
his grief e to his friend, but he grieveth the less'.' In Cornwallis • £
essay, owing to his rather obscure thought and the involved style,
there was but one sentence which appealed to me at all forcibly:
"It is lesse difficult for rersons in indifferent estates to make
their choice, than for great men; yet only safe to poverty; for
there he must be in love with hiraselfe, or nothing".
Perhaps one reason why Cornwallis can be read with so
little pleasure arises from the difficulty in finding out just
what he means, for sentences like the following chosen from Of
4
Praise are not at all infrequent: "Thus Patience , thus Fortitude,^
l. Of Studies was practically the same in the first edition as it
was in all later editions,
2. "Bacon, op/.cit., P,.184.
3. Bacon, op cit,, p . 1B7„
4. Cornwallis, op.ctt., 0f_Praise and Glory , no. 8.
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thus Temperance, of Temperance,, if fortitude, if Patience be
united, one is not enough, nor two, the comforting Harmony, is not
full enough: besides wanting one, the contrary not wanting, dusltes
all with countervailing vices: but to be compleate, is to have all,
from which though we sometimes slide, let not that discourage us,
but up againe, and happily with being overcome, which yields the
contentment of being victorious: Victory brings forth praise, and
Praise ends with pternity; pternitie to our name, and to our
soules". Is it strange that his experiment with Ilontaigne's style
gained his master few imitators in England, and that Bacon's
"sententious brevity" instead set up a school'? Obscurity, frequent
tack of originality, immaturity, what more is needed to make a
writer a successful candidate for the f orgetfulness of the general
reader"?
It would, of course, be folly to pretend that Corn-
wallis 's sentences are always, or even generally, as lengthy and
obscure as the one just quoted. With all his faults he occasion-
ally surprises us by a remark like the following, used in de-
precating sleep as a waste of time, "Fame never knew a perpetuall
Bedpresser", or speaking of society conversation he says, "Fell,
these are places to grow fat in, not wise".
The mental attitude of Cornwallis also differs from
that of the two essayists who preceded him. Upham says, comparing
him with Montaigne, that he has "greater seriousness and a
stricter moral standard," due to the growing influence of Pur-
itanism at this time. The tone of Bacon's work is, as we all
know, highly moral also; but it is largely the morality of "hon-
esty is the best policy", and so quite different from that of
1. Cornwallis, op cit Of gleep , no.. 18.
2. Cornwallis, op. cit., Of ^ane , no .25.

Cornwallis. Bacon's advice is given straight from the shoulder
in a sensible, man-to-inan fashion ,which is as forceful in its
direct assault as Addison's studied indirectness was later; "but
Cornwallis "buttonholes us with an irritating, "Do you hear, my
1
friend?"
Let us now turn to Eelltham who , "born in 1618, began to
write essays when eighteen years old, though hie volume did not
appear until 1677. In titles he often runs parallel to Bacon.
Both write Of Death, Of Marriage and R ingle Life, Of Truth -
though Eelltham. words his title Of Tj*uth and ^Y in F, - Of Super-
stition
,
Of Envy , Of Revenge .
Parallel expressions also abound:
Bacon. Eelltham.
II rThe art of envy has in it
1
s omewhat o f w i t ch- c raf t .
"
"There seemeth to be acknow-
"Envy turns a man into a
1
witch"
.
The envious man: "The aspect
ledged in the act of envy, an of his eye alone does sometimes
ejaculation or irradiation of become not only vulnerary but
2
the eye
.
Of Revenge
.
"A man that studieth revenge
keeps his own wounds green
which otherwise would heal".
"The first. wrong doth
but offend the law, but the
revenge of that wrong putteth
3
mortal"2
Of Revenge
It is a kind of Erenzy be-
cause another has dor.e us a mis-
deed, therefore we will hurt our-
selves; that fruitlessly we may
3
do him one!'
Another's doing wrong to me,
1 It is amusing to note that Cornwallis evidently did not recog-
nize his own faults, for he praises Montaigne because"he forceth
you not to attention with a hem".
1. Bacon, op.cit.. ,Of Envy, p . 56^ .Eelltham, Of Envy
,p.273,-esolves
,
^London^ 6 3^elltham> op <cit >p> 294..lb id J3.Bacon, op. cit. ,p, 34.
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the law out of office".
30
cannot legitimate my doing wrong
1
t o nim"
•
"In passing it over he "mere is a greatness greaxer
is superior, for it is a
2
xnan Kevenge , wmie mea.ner ano lower
prince's part to pare! on". powers are whollv swallowed up by
2
it "
.
01 Deatn 01 ljeatn
"It is as natural to die , "Certa-nly it is no more to
as to "be born and to a little dye, uJian to oe corn, v<e ieii no
infant
,
perhaps , one i k as pam coming mio ir.e worm , nor
O
painful as the other".
of
"The tear dea,tn a.s a
shall we in the a.ct of leaving it".
iet tn.e i ear 01 jjeaxn. ib nox
tribute due unto nature is invincible. It is a giant to the
4
weak"
.
weak, but a Pigmy to the well-re-
3
solved "
,
Of Superstition, Ui buper s ix i on
"It v.'ere better to nave Keiutation: A Kengion mis»
no opinion of God at all than guiueu oniy m borne c ire uinb idn^t
such an one as is unworthy of
5
him"
,
is better far than to have none
4
at all
.
From these examples, which do not pretend to be an exhaus-
tive comparison of the resemblances between the two men, we can
see the great similarity in thought and expression which often
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
3. Bacon, op.cit., p. 12,
4-. Ibid,
5. Bacon, op.cit., p. 120,
1. Ibid,
2. Ibid.
3. Felltham, op.cit., p. 231.
4. Ibid.
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exists. Yet there are great differences in the way each looks
at the world. Bacon considers death respectfully, yet neverthe-
less calmly and analytically. Felltham reveals the Puritan
and declares we must "villify the body", "because it will soon
"be "but earth, we must "advance the soul".
The personal note in Fell tham is rather different
from that of Bacon. As the former sets forth his precepts he
humbly applies them to himself. Bacon delivers his advice in an
impersonal fashion as belonging to you, the weak or the sinner,
and not to be applied to himself who naturally both knows and
practices. Bacon's personal quality consists in revealing him-
self as a self-confident, practical man, assured of his own
power, and measuring the world pretty generally by his own prac-
tical standard; Felltham's lies in disclosing himself as a con-
scientious youth - for his first essays were written at eighteen -
preaching against his own weaknesses as well as at those of the
world
,
Just as Bacon is always the man of common-sense, so is
Felltham always the religous enthusiast. Religion is mentioned
but seldom by Bacon; from scarcely an essay of Felltham's is it
omitted. The latter 's philosophy is summed up in this sentence
1
from Of Preparing £er Death : "If I cannot put off Humanity
wholly let me put off as much as I can, and that which I must
wear let me but loosely carry". Felltham fails to appeal to the
general reader because he does not phrase the universal so often
as Bacon; it is but seldom that we desire "to put off humanity
wholly'.' Yet Felltham stands on higher ground than Bacon, and look;
at the world from a nobler point of view than that of expediency.
1. Felltham, op.cit,, p. 168.
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In view of this noble earnestness, it would seen strange
that he is not at least occasionally known to the general reader,
but the trouble lies to no snail degree in his style. Though in
turn of phrase he often resembles Bacon extremely closely, he
falls short of Bacon's masterly skill- in condensation. He arouse
our attention with a striding statement; but he then proceeds to
expand it until, instead of stimulating, he wearies by piling
example upon example, illuminating a; each may be in itself.
Such a sentence as, "Even our growing to perfection is to progress
to decay" shows his epigrammatic power, but he lacked the essen-
tial virtue of restraint. As we shall see later, euphuism clutched
him hard
.
In Thomas Fuller's "oly and Profane state (1648), though
he resembles "Felltham in that the prevailing tone of his work is
1
one of piety, and though he is more superficial, there is in place
j
a decided likeness to Bacon. Like him, he preaches at you instead
of gossiping comfortably over your mutual idiosyncrac ies , at; does
Montaigne, or, like Ye litham, including himself among the sinners.
2
In direct titles he has seven the same as Bacon'sf and in
addition there are such striking similarities as the following.
Bacon Fuller
1 . Of Atheism 1 • Of Atheism
"It is true, that a little " k little skill in antiquity
philosophy inclineth man's mindjinclineth a man to popery; but
to atheism, but depth in phil- depth in that study brings him
osophy bringeth men's minds about again to our religion,
alout to religion."
1~ As Upham suggested in the case of Gornwallis Puritanism will
probably account for this steady growth of the religious tone.
2 E. C. Baldwin-, Mod .Lang . As so .-, Vol., 19, p,99.
l! Bacon. OP.
c
it, ,.111. I ^ller.Holy * Profane state. flH
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tt
. 01 Stud. les . ii Ui riooics
.
"Some books are to be "Some books are only cur-
tasted, otners to be swallowed, sorixy to oe lasted oi ,
and some fewto be chewed and
a l ges c ea.
.
o. Key a, . . . out ~o o. j roporiion an nour's med-
weigh and consider." itation to an hour's reading of a
s^ap-ie aut.-or ,
4. Of Marriage 4 ui JLarria^e
"Unmarried men are. . . inougn oacneiorb oe tae
not always best subjects, for strongcsi sxaKes t marrieu men arc
they are light to run away". the best binders in the heci-e of
the c ommonwea 11 .n " ,
5 Of Travel D ui lrav eii ing
,
"When a traveller return- "Continue corres; ondence with
eth home, let him. . . maintainsome choice foreign friend after
a correspondence by letters they return".
with those of his acquaintance
which are of most worth".
6.
"Let his travel appear
5.
"Let discourse rather be
rather in his discourse than easily drawn than willingly flow
in his apparel or gesture; and from thee"
.
in his discourse let him be
rather advised in his answers,
than forward to tell stories".
2 .Bacon, op.cit . ,p-.341.
3. Bacon, op ,cit. 9 342,,
4. Bacon, op.cit . ,p.51.
5.Bacon, op cit,,p.l25*
o
.Bacon , op ;cit . , p .128 *
2 . Puller , op.cit
.
,p,161.
3. Ibid.
4 . Puller , op.cit
.
,p,112.
5 Puller, op.cit ., p. 127.
6*. Ibid,
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1.
1.
"Ke that travell^th into "Get the language, in part,
a country "before he hath some without which key thou shalt un-
ent ranee into the language, lock little of monent , It is a
goeth to school and not to great advantage to "be ones own
travel". interpreter".
2. Of Anger 2. Of r^riger
"Do not act anything that "Take heed of doing irrevo-
is not revocable".
3, "You must have special
caution. . . that in anger a
man reveal no secrets".
cable acts in thy passion".
3. "As the revealing of secrets,
which makes thee a "bankrupt for
society ever after: neither do such
things which once done are done
forever 11 .
Such passages show without doubt that duller must have
been an exceedingly close student of P-acon; he was far, however,
from being a servile imitator. Marked as the similarity often is,
yet it is but seldom that one reading duller would be at all re-
minded of Bacon's general style. Besides, as we shall see later,
he has also an essay form all his own.
We have, in this chapter, been considering the general
qualities and similarities of the essayists, r.iost especially as
regards subject matter, and with only cursory reference to style.
The two writers whom we have yet to consider, Cowley and Temple,
"bear no small relation to their predecessors; but^,as this lies
especially in their style, we shall consider them under that head.
l.Ibid.
2. Bacon, op.cit
,
f p.378#
3. Ibid.
1-. Tbid.
2, Fuller , op.cit ., p. 136.
3*. Tbid.
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Before going farther, it may be well to stop a minute
and see to what conclusions we have come. Eacts thus far seem to
show that Montaigne and Bacon, with some undetermined hut probably
very slight influence from Cornwallis, set up a school of essayists
in England, the members of which bore somewhat as close a resem-
blance to each o + her as did the poets belonging to the poetical
school >f Donne. * consideration of style will serve to attest
this further, and to show that in general the essayists were quite
as hampered by a grotesque form as were the poets of the meta-
physical school.
DEVELOPMENT OE STYLE - EUPHUISM.
To discuss thoroughly the development of prose style
in the essay during the seventeenth century would in itself be a
task requiring long and exhaustive study. A rapid survey such
as this can do little more than suggest.
Probably the impression that most remains with one
who has been reading Bacon's essays, no matter if he has been
going through purely for pleasure with no eye to the style, is of
the compact and generally balanced sentence. One reading Montaigne
in the Elorio translation immediately afterward, would notice as
great a looseness in his structure as there is firmness in
Bacon's. It has been suggested that this difference, so marked
for men writing in practically the same period, is to be accounted
for by the vogue of euphuism in England just previous to this
time. Since the-e are man;: undoubted traces of euphuism present
in Bacon's style, this would appear as a satisfactory
hypothesis.
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Considerable difficulty in verifying it arises, however, as soon
as we remember that euphuism, though deriving its name from
Lyly's novel Euphues was not a peculiarly English product, "but,
on the contrary, was a literary fashion once ruling over all
"Europe
.
This form really had its origin in Spain in the
writings of Don Antonia de Guevara, the most prominent writer of
Charles V's time. His works were translated into French, Italian,
German, Latin, and English; and seem to have come into England,
partly at least, through French translations. There would appear,
then, to he more reason for Buphuistic style in Montaigne than
in Bacon; "but whatever the cause of the difference there is in
the former hut a comparatively slight remnant of euphuism, while
in Bacon the relation is fairly marked.
According to Landmann the characteristics of euphuism
were,{l) "most elaborate antithesis not only of well balanced
sentences, but also of words and syllables sounding alike" ; (2)
"alliteration, consonance, rhyme, playing upon words and the use
of syllables sounding alike; "(3) "the tendency to confirm the
statement by a long series of illustrations, companions, examples
and short similes nearly always introduced by
f For, as.' "These
last were taken from ancient history, and mythology, from daily
life, and from Pliny's natural history. As a. minor characteristic
of the style we have the making of a positive statement, followed
by a contradiction of it beginning 1,' I (Ay) but". Jusserand says,
"It consists in an immoderate , prodigious , monotonous use of
similes, so arranged as to set up antitheses in every limb of the
1. Lyly, John, Euphues , Ed, by Landmann (London, 1887 ) ,p .XVI.
J
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sentence. WkjfcSt is reculiar to the English imitators is the em-
ployment of alliteration in order td\b_etter mark off the "balance
1
of the sentences".
The only trace of the euphuistic style which I find
in Montaigne, at least such as would he evident in a translation,
are the examples drawn from ancient history ar.d from daily life.
But Montaigne has column after column of historical examples,
each related at some length, whereas in Euphues they are exceed-
ingly "brief. The only explanation I can hazard is that Montaigne',
use of examples is really not related to euphuism at all,but is
a style peculiar to himself, employed later "by English essayists,
not "because of the lingering effects of euphuism "but because of
2
their familiarity with Montaigne.
first
Even in Bacon' s ^edition many traces of euphuisra are
evident, although in general not noticeably so. Balance and
alliteration are most employed. A sentence fror.i 0£ Discourse
'6
reads: "A good continued speech without a speech of interlocu-
tion sheweth slounesse: and a good reply or second s_peech, with-
out a good set speech sheweth shallownesse and weakness, as we
see in heastes that those that are weakes t in the course are yet
4
nimblesjt in the turn ."Yet sentences so markedly euphuistic as
this are uncommon. Generally a fairly decided "balance is the
most apparent trace of the mannerism. Similes occur occasionally
"but never in the rapid-fire fashion of Euphues.
1„ Jusserand, Engli sh Hovel in Time of Shakespere(Londonl890)plO
f7
2* To decide this" 3~"s'tudy of EuphuTsrti oh the continent vould "be
necessary. I could find no treatise on the subject sufficiently
detailed for this purpose, and of course I did not have time
to work it out myself.
'
3. Bacon f Erancis, Essays, Ed by "Reynolds (Oxford 1890) p.2oo.
4 Arb-r, English" Sprints. (Londonl871) vol. IV, p. 22 The italics
are mine, b"uF~tne capitalizing of the nouns in the 1625 edition
makes the alliteration quite as prominent as do the italics.
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notwithstanding Jusserard's declaration that the
1
movement "did not continue "beyond ten or twelve years". Bacon has
more decided euphuistical tendencies in his later editions.
Whether these are most due to the influence of Euphues, Montaigne,
or Cornwallis is hard to determine; hut certainly they "bear
decided resemblance to Montaigne. For instance, in the 1625
edition, Of Pactions contains fourteen lines of historical ex-
amples which do not appear in the earlier editions. Of Studies
underwent similar changes, having lines like the following added:
o
"Like as Diseases of the Body, may have appropriate Exercise,
Bowling is good for the Reines; Shooting for the Lungs and Breast;
3
Gentle Walking for the stomache". etc.__Of Fri endship has six
pages added in the 1625 edition, twe pages of the increase "being
due to historical examples and another page to Latin quotations.
Whatever the source of these changes, the fact remains
that a mannerism of style, partially resembling Lyly and partially
Montaigne, became constantly more evident in the various editions
of the essays. Evidently as the years went by adornment of an
artificial sort seemed to Bacon a prime necessity, although he
never employed it to such a degree as many of his ^ contemporaries
.
It was not in Bacon's nature to be so discursive.
5
Pure euphuism he uses but seldom, as : "As for business
a man may think if he will, that two eyes see no more than one;
1. Jusserand, op-.cit., p. 137.
2 Arber, op.cit , p, 13.
3*. Other examples are found in Of Honour, Of Sutes , Of Discourse,
Of Studies. , ,
T7 'This "tendency may also be accounted for to some degree by tne
rather unexpected popularity of the essays.
5. Bacon, op.cit., p # 211.
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or that a man in anger is as wise as he that hath said over the
four and twenty letters; or that a musket may "be shot off as well
upon the arm as upon a rest". In general Bacon's use of illus-
trations is "brief, as if he is so busy a man that he cannot
linger to explain,hut must impatiently hurry on to another thought
Most of them, I daresay, v.rere added as conventional embellish-
ments necessitated by the custom and taste of the time.
Although close analysis of Bacon's sentences in his
later editions does not show the "elaborate antithesis of words
and syllables sounding alike", yet the balanced element is extreme-
1
ly noticeable. "For instance,9ee Of Atheism; "It is true that a
little philosophy inclineth man's mind to atheism, but depth in
philosophy bringeth men's minds about to religion". That he some-
times even employs the Euphuistic balance of parts is proved by
the same essay: "They that deny a God destroy man's nobility, for
certainly man is of kin to the beasts by his body; and if he be
not of kjn to God by his spirit, he is a base and ignoble creature;
Or again: "Truth may perhaps come to the price of a pearl, that
showeth best by day, but it will not ri^e to the price of a
diamond or a carbuncle, that showeth best in varied lights".
In my mind, too, the "Nay, more" and "Nay, even" of
Bacon seem closely connected with the "I but," of Euphues and the
"Yea as" with the "for as". Reynolds notes one more euphuistic
3
touch, and says: "Not only does he introduce words which were
passing out of common use, but he coins new words of his own,
mostly from the Latin or French. This had become the fashion of
..Bacon, op-,cit M p , 111*
'..Bacon, op, pit.', p. 113,
1
3 Bacon, op,cit., , p-.6.
4. Bacon, op'cit # , p.Trii.

the age. His literary work was done at a time when the so-called
"pure and reformed English" known as Euphuism, had come into
vogue, and had infected the style of the day. Bacon was no Euphu-
ist, but he did not altogether escape the common contagion.
Feynolds makes another statement regarding style which, though
applying well enough to Bacon, is exceedingly pertinent as to the
style of the essayists following him, who had most of his faults
and a limited number of his virtues: "He is obscure . . . from
an affected manner of speech where he has really nothing to say,
and trusts to the chapter of accidents and to men's charitable
speeches to find a right sense to his indistinct oracular
1
utterances '.'
Traces of the prevailing mode are discernible in
Cornwallis, but they are not exceedingly frequent. Vhen they do
occur they are much more extreme in their euphuism than Bacon' s :
"Eantasticknesse, is the Habiliment of youth, Wisdoms minor i tie;
Experiences Introduction, the child of unconstancie , the mother
of a.ttyre, of behaviour, of speech spoken against the Ha ire,
Customes enemie. It is greene thoughts in greene yeers, or at
the farthest, green thoughs in a seare substance'.
1 His illustra-
tions are, in general, used in the fashion, not of Lyly, Taut of
Montaigne, References to the clas. ics and to clas ical history
are frequent, though not nearly so common as in Montaigne, be-
cause Cornwallis was but a youth and naturally lacked the wide
knowledge of the older man. Yet at times he approximates his
elder;- Of Censuring , for instance, contains twelve pages of
examples from the ancients.
1. Cornwallis, op.cit., Of Eantast icknesse , no. 24.
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In theory he seems opposed to such imitation: "I will
hardly imitate any man living, especially in things apparently
his, as his Behaviour and accustomed Phrases". This might "be
open to two or three interpretations, hut this sentence from a
discussion of affectation is more significant: "I have seen some
ceely creatures that have had the extremeties of this disease in
uZ
words hut what has heen the end? And again he declares: "Upon
occasion I would speak, out niggardly, and rather starve than
surfeit my auditory".
"Felltham illustrates especially well the reigning
literary style, though he did not "begin to write until compar-
atively late, 1636, and Euphuism is supposed to have heen all the
while declining. In developing his suh,jects,he depends very
largely upon examples drawn not so much from "history and myth-
ology" as from daily life. In his first essay, consisting of hut
one page, he uses the following to illustrate his thought:
gambling, a newly crowned king, hattles, witty children, rain on
newly sown seed, Croesus, Ovid's fahles , and a thief. Here is a
characteristic sentence chosen at random from Euphues : "For as
the Bee that gathereth the honey out of the seed when she espyeth
the faire flowor flyeth to the sweetest; or as the kynde spanyell
though he hunt after hyrdes, yet for-akes them to retrywe the
Partridge; or as we commonly feede on heefe hungerly at the first"
3
etc. Compare with the ahove the following figures which occur :n
ray id succession in Fellthan. He says envy is "first cankered
crass, then a corroding plaster", and follows the statement with
these comparisons: "as a desert beast the days of brightness drive
1. Cornwallis,op,.cit . , Of Behaviour, Uo. 21*
2. Cornwall-is, op . c£t,,Of Affectations , No. 23.
3*. Lyly, op.cit.," p 33.
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him into the dulness of a melancholy Cave .... As a negro
1
"born of while parents 'tis a sordid sadness"
He has the "balanced structure also, as is shown in the I
sentence quoted aoovc and in: "The first wrong doth but offend
the law, but the revenge of that wrong putteth the law out of
office". Alliteration is employed to some extent, "and thou
2
hoards t a solemn Bell toll'd to tell the world of it", or, "I
will ever suspect the smoothed stream for deepness, till we come
to the end". More rarely appears a sentence like the following:
3
"Faith and friendship are seldom truly tried, but in extreares".
Though this euphuistic tendency , unexpected in a
writer appearing toward the middle of the century, is sometimes
carried by Felltham to such extremes that it leads to g^otesoue-
ness
;
yet, on the other hand, the results are sometimes beautiful
figures, beautifully expressed, as : "Why should I be angry when
my Prince repeals my banishment and admits me home to my Country
Heaven'? When the Soul (like a Swallow flipt down a Chimney)
beats up and down in restless want and danger, Death is the opened
casement that gives her rest and liberty from fears and snares".
Fuller's essays, published in 1648, although failing
to show as many quotations are yet replete with allusions and
figures. These examples follow each other with as great rapidity
as in Felltham, but are generally limited to one example in a
sentence. Occasionally, however, we find one like the following
which smacks decidedly of Buphues : "Should the ostrich snatch off
the gallants feather, the beaver his hat, the goat his gloves,
1. Felltham,op.. cit ( , p.. °73.
2. Felltham, op, cit,, p., 74.
3. Felltham,op,cit , , p. 15.
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the sheep his suit, the silkworm his stocking
,
and V3al his shoes
1
. ... he would he left in a cold condition". Since the above
is rather an extreme case, I shall give one more quotation which
is thorou ghlyjtypical . "How doth the little bee, flying into
several meadows and gardens, sipping of many cups, yet never in-
toxicated, through an ocean as I may say of air steadily steer
2
herself home, without help of cord or compass." Even with hut
one illustration to a sentence, he can accomplish wonders in a
short space; for instance, in one page of his essay on memory
he mentions the spectacles "which girl? in Holland wear, making
a slave of a servant, loading a camel and gluttonous curiosity",
besides drawing on history for statements regarding Atlas, Beza
,
St .Augustine
,
Simplicius and Virgil. With so many examples,
naturally he could give no one of them extended notice, hence
his manner resembles that of Euphues rather than Montaigne,
Puller' s sentence structure was subject to the same
influence. ITote/for instance, the antithesis of the following:
3
"He that is proud of the rustling of his silks, like a madman
4
laughs at the rattling of his fetters," or the alliteration of,
"To clothe low- creeping matter with high-flown language is not
fine fancy, but flat foolery".
Professor Baldwin holds that Euller emancipated style
from euphuism. Close study of the essays, however, will scarcely
warrant this conclusion. Balance and contrast are certainly as
evident as in most of his predecessors. In spite of some innova-
tions in form, the essays remain in general style essentially the
1. Puller, op.,cit,, p.. 133.
2, Fuller, op. cit t> p. 140.
3, Fuller, 0p> cit,, p. 133.
4. Fuller, op. cit
. ,
p. 144,
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sane as the other essayists of the period^ reminiscent of Bacon
and of euphuism. As proof read in Of Company : "To come amongst
theirjequals
,
they count it an abridgement of . their freedom, but
to he with their betters, they deem it flat slavery". Or is there
anything modern in the style of the following: "Clothes are for
necessity; warm clothes for health; cleanly for decency; lasting
for thrift; and rich for magnificence. How there may be a fault
in their number if too various; making if too vain; matter if too
2
costly, and mind of the weare- if he takes pride in them" J No-
one will deny that Puller had a striking personality which made
his essays in some respects unlike those of his contemporaries J
yet neither does it seem possible, in the face of the above quo-
tations, to maintain that Fuller aided English prose by throwing
off the yoke of euphuism.
Cowley's essays (1657 - 16G7) > , like Montaigne's,
consist largely of illustrations and quotations. On three pages
of the ess ay Of Liberty^we have mention of an Anti - Paul, Caesar,
Sallust, Zoperius, ITegabise, with a little more extended notice
given to each than was common among English essayists. Not only
does he mention famous ancients, but he also give long stories
from Roman and Greek history, especially from the Boman. Here, as
well as in the scant use of illustrations drawn from actual life,
he shows the influence of Llontaigne and - less probably - of
Bacon
.
To the kind of euphuisn prevalent in such a writer as
Pelltham,he bears but .light relation. As far as I can determine
his source was directly Prench. Furthermore, he may be truly said
1. Puller, op-,cit <f p^. I'Slt
2. Puller, op.cit., P. 132. Cf. also. Of Pr.ahjung.'
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to free the English essay to no inconsiderable extent from the
"balanced alliteration which had longest survived from the vogue
of Euphues . Here seems to "be the turning point of style. Here,
firs +
,
does the influence of Bacon with his terse, compact, force-
ful sentence seem to lessen, and the easier style which Addison
was to make so familiar, begin to appear. Routh would have it
that Cornwallis was an important factor in the essay, "but does not
the prevalence of the Baconian - euphuistic style up to the very
time of Cowley evidence the opposite?
In Sir William Temple's es says^pub1ished "by 1680 though
most of them were written during the decade preceding, euphuism
appears, to he sure, but in slight measure; so that, as in Cowley,
it would perhaps pass unobserved were we not looking for it. The
most marked trace is, as usual, the use of examples, which appear
1
fairly often. The following is typical: "Thus the first race of
Assyrian kings after the conquests of Mirus and Semirami
s
t
passed
their lives, till their empire fell to the Medes . Thus the
Caliphs of Egypt, till disposed by their Marmalukes. Thus passed
the greater part of those lives of Scipio, Luculless, Augustus
Dioclesiun. Thus the present kin~ of llorocco And thus
the king of France, etc. such passages bear decided resemblance
to Montaigne and none to Euphues, Antithesis and balance seem-
but li'tle more common than in ordinary prose today, but occasion-
2
ally there appears to be conscious alliteration . "Why one man
should take ] ains and run hazards by sea and land all his life
that his children my be safe and lazy all theirs". Here the'
1. Temple, Sir William.Works (Edin 1754) .Vol. 2, p . 193.
2. Temple, op.cit.
?
p, 1^5".
~

alliteration of the first is clearly intended to "balance that of
the second part, as also elsewhere, speaking of the Stoics, he
says they "could have had a wise man, not only without any sort
of passion, hut without any sense of pain".
Cowley's essays -and Temple's, written fairly close to
each other in point of time , show distinctly that the tide of
fashion was setting away from the style which had ruled for over
fifty years. We should certainly ascribe this change to the
natural revolt against studied artificiality if it were not that
other peculiar and somewhat artificial tricks, such as repeating
an extremely long list of historical examples, appear to indicate
that Montaigne was the real source.
The history of the period shows, then, that, since with
no exceptions every essayist from Bacon to Temple exhibits traces
of euphuism, we are justified in concluding that this style of
writing was far from dying out in 1590, a^; Landmann states. In-
stead there appears to have been a kind of modified euphuism
which had almost as firm a hold upon the prose of this period as
the more extreme form had on the literature from 1580 to 1590.
That English prose was working toward greater simplicity and ease
of expression is apparent in the later essayists - Cowley and
Temple
,
DEVELOPMENT 01? STYLE - GE1TEP.AL
,
From Bacon to Cowley there appears to be but slow pro-
gress in the development of prose style; more or less involved
sentence structure mingled with more or less euphuism formed the
generally adapted method. In men like Ccrnwallis we scarcely
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ever find a smoothly flowing sentence; in Eelltham they are not
uncommon, due to his skillful use of parallel construction
"When thou shalt sec all these things happen to one whose conver-
sation had indeared him to thee; when thou shalt see the "body put
on Death's sad and ashy countenance, in the dead of night, when
silent darkness does encompass the dim light of thy glimmering
taper, Tell me if thou canst then find a thought of thine
devotion thee to pleasure, and the fugitive joys of life?
what a bubble, what a puff, what a wink of Life is man 1."
With Cowley, however, we find a decided change. As
he resenitales Montaigne much more closely than the English writers
in his use of the example, so he resembles him in his general
style. There is still much of Bacon remaining in him, so much
that we could scarcely tell this sentence from one of Bacon's own:
"There are two sorts of avarice; trie one is "but of a "bastard kind,
and that is the rapacious appetite for gain, not for its own
sake "but for the pleasure of spending it immediately through all
the channels of pride and luxury . The other is the true kind",
etc. iSuch sentences, do not prevail, Gosse says: "His style,
which owes something to a very intelligent study of Bacon, has a
grace and sweet enthusiasm unusual in writing of the Restoration
n
period'^ His prose is never tortured, never fantastical, never
3
rhetorical" As j have mentioned above, there is
undoubtedly m
places great similarity between Bacon and Cowley; hut the grace
of which Gosse speaks seems to me to come from "a very intelligei t
study" of Montaigne. Cowley generally employs a rather smoothly
1. Pelltham, op.cit: . , p. 74
.
2. Gosse, E. History of Eighteenth Century Literature (Londonl907 )
,
3. Ibid.
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flowing sentence, much smoother and of much "better construction
than the average found in Bacon, He often uses parallel construc-
tion/but seldom Bacon's euphuistic 'balance. As a rule his essays
are longer than Bacon's and always less compact. He shows a
decided tendency ai,ray from the capsule form to a looser construc-
tion rather more like that of the modern essay.
There is, too, in Cowley a faint trace of the humor
which most distinguished Addison and many of the essayists who
followed him. Perhaps I should scarcely say humor, rather is it
an elusive, whimsical tone sometimes tinged with playful irony, as:
"And yet out dear self is so wearisome to us that we can scarcely
support its conversation for an hour together,"
Examples of the same tenor are not at all rare, ;-:umor
of this kind had not appeared in the English essay since the time
of Cornwallis. Therefore it appears as confirmation of the theory
that Cowley "belongs to a different school from that of Bacon,
2
perhaps even to the school of I.'Iontaigne .
Fuller employs a consciously ridiculous use of examples
and "bits of doggerel, generally translations of Latin verse:
"Indeed vain hopes to me he gave
Whence I my poison drew:
Pliny, thy pardon nov; I crave,
3
Thy writings are too true".
Fondness of the ludicrous is revealed everywhere in his essays,
1, Cowley, Essays (London 1893) p.47.
2, Anyone doWtTng this theory will be convinced, I believe^by
studying Cowley's 0£ Myself, which is much more openly personal
than the average English' ~e!Tsay , e ither before or since.
3, Fuller, op, cit,, p
>
139 #
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It is vain, of course, to place much emphasis upon these
few statements from Cowley and Fuller, yet this is such a change
from the uniform deadly seriousness of the prece&ding waiters
that is would seem to have some significance. Cowley's tendency
in this direction may have cone from his great familiarity with
Montaigne, who occasionally speaks in the same fashion: " I had a
good fellow for my tailor, who, yet, I never knew guilty of one
truth, no not even when it had b^en to his advantage". To try
to trace it is probably futile, at any rate it appeared, and was
later in the periodical essay developed more fully.
Temple has, as was shown before, most of the character-
istics of euphuism; but they are in him so modified and skillfully
adapted as to seem very little more exaggerated than the rhetorical
devices of many writers of our own day. That English prose had
really advanced a long way by the time of Temple is proved by
comparing his_ Hejads _for_ _an Essay on OoriYeraa^yjn with sucil an
essay as Of Health and Long Life. Choose a sentence from the for-
mer and note its great resemblance to Bacon. "Nothing keeps a man
from being rich, like thinking he has enough, nothing from know-
ledge and wisdom, like thinking he has both". These "heads'; as
he calls them^are collections of sentences all bearing on one
general topic but generally unrelated to each other, most of
them written in about the same condensed form at the one just
quoted. They are evidently jottings set down in somewhat the ssre
fashion as Bacon's were first, which the earlier essayist never
changed very materially.
When we turn to a finished essay of Temple's, the sim-
ilarity between the two men entirely disappears. The sentences

are Ion™ and generally carefully polished; the thought with which
he started is diluted to a very small homeopathic dose. Vor
example: "Health is the soul that animates all enjoyments of life,
which fade and p.re tasteless, if not dead, without it; a man
starves at the "best and the greatest tables, makes faces at the
noblest and most delicate vines, is old and impotent in seraglio's
of the most sparkling beauties, poor and wretched in the midst of
the greatest treasures and fortune: with common diseases strength
grows decrepit, youth loses all vigour and "beauty all charms; music
grows harsh and conversation disagreeable; palaces are prisons,
or of equal confinement; riches are useless, honour and atten-
1
dance are cumbersome, and crowns themselves are a burden". we
ramble down a page, carried along by the smoothly running sen-
tence, yet we stop at the end to wonder what it was all about,
With his easy style, if Tsgmple were a little deeper thinker, he woulc.
approach the qualifications necessary for a well-known essayist;
as it is he remains on the shelf." There are no productions", says
Gr/osse of his essays * which must be read more exclusively for
their manner and not for their matter. Temple tells us nothing
very agreeably; yet by this we must not understand that Temple^ was
always master of the sentence, for once in a while he becomes
o
badly tangled in an especially long one. He shows , though, that
prosef.vr iters were on the road to mastery of form,
A. study of the seventeenty century essayists knowledge
of what we now consider elementary principles in rhetoric reveals
constant violation ofjj.ll the rhetoricians most cherished rules,
1. Temple, W. Works (Edinburgh 1754), vol.. 22, p. 268.- 163*
2. See Of Gardening.
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Bacon seems to have planned his essays to a certain degree; "but
there is ofte'n a lack of unity, and coherence is repeatedly notice-
able by its absence. Yet, for all that, form is considerably
more evident in Bacon than in Felltham and Cornwallis. Ten essays
out of twenty-four of the former consist of but one paragraph,
and in the cases wrier e there is a second paragraph it almost al-
ways occurs only following a quotation. Out of the 150 pages ex-
amined new paragraphs were begun in no other places. There seemed,
however, to be no definite rule^for a quotation did not invar-
iably mean a new paragraph. Neither are his essays coherent,
owing to his rapid passing from example to example,
Cornwallis paragraphs, though it seldom makes much
difference whether he does or not, for there is frequently little
unity or coherence. He has no such well worked out definite ideas
as Bacon; indeed his essays are well worthy to be called "dispersed
1
meditations". Perhaps his worst fault is that many of his sen-
tences are far from clear, though on occasions he was able to
write intelligibly and even forcefully.
In Fuller we find a marked advance as regards certain
rhetorical principles. His essay form is decidedly original,
for he begins first with a short introduction and then, as he says^
"we cone to our rules". These rules are short sentences, printed
in italics and serving as the topic of the following paragraph.
He evidently had a clear understanding of the paragraph idea, and
by means of the "rules" device gained unity almost invariably.
Occasionally the rule does not seen to work, and we get paragraphs
like the fourth one in Of Marriage: " Love. . . . which is founded
1, Of. end of Essay 2«
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in true virtue will always continue. Some hold it unhappy to be
married with, a diamond ring". A.s would be expected from his
method of dealing wiht the paragraph, he makes no attempt at
transitions but lets each paragraph stand out by itself.
Though, as we have noted, Cowley shows advance in
smoothness of sentence structure he evidences little mastery of the
paragraph idea. For instance, in the essay Of Liberty he devotes
fourteen pages to the ambitious, while the other classes, the
covetous and the voluptuous, are discussed in three pages at the
middle and end of a paragraph which has begun with the concluded
discussion of the ambitious. Pie is also fond of digressions, for
after talking about ambition making liars, cheats and "brutish
masters" of men he suddenly branches all with "Thou art careful,
1
frugal, painful. \rre commend a servant so but not a friend".
"Form in Temple is, on the whole, very good. The para-
graphs have unity, we pass easily from one idea to another, and
the" entire essay seemed xjlanned so that it would be complete whole
Note: I add a page of a detailed study of structure which I
started, but found if carefully worked out would make a tolerably
long paper in itself. The table, though, may show tendencies
somewhat better than can a general discussion.
1. Cowley op.cit, p, 21*
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THE CHARACTER AND THE ESSAY CONTRASTED
.
Professor Baldwin believes that in certain of Lamb's
essays, such as rrs
.
Battle on Whist and Captain Jackson, we
have what are in reality "characters". Such a classification, I
maintain, destroys the meaning in the word essay, and makes impos-
sible any attempt to consider it as a type.
Careful investigation of the character and the essay
between Bacon and Addison - a time when the tv/o forms ran parallel
for a humdred years - has failed to show reason for confusing the
two, except as they are both short, and do often deal with the
same material. The essays of the period were thoroughly personal
from the beginning; not only rather subjective in tone at times,
but personal in origin, in that most of them were not at the out-
set taken seriously or intended for publication. Such is not true
of the character, Form in the latter depended so larely upon the
type form which governed that class of literature , that in many
cases if we did not have the author's name we should have
difficulty in telling v/ho wrote the sketch.
This difference in the amount of individuality shown
is best observed in authors who wrote both characters and essays,
like Fuller and Mynshul,
Mynshul proves the theory in striking fashion. With
but one exception he never uses either "I" or"Thou" in his char-
acters, while in the essays they are extremely frequent, Writing
Of Creditors he speaks to them directly, pressing on them the in-
justice of their practices, urging that they be merciful. In the
Character of a Creditor, though revealing his hatred for the
species, he is nevertheless impersonal. The character of the

creditor is more in the nature of a scientific analysis, yet, of
course, not so dispassionate. In the essays, too, he is always
the direct preacher, - "but if he preaches in the characters it is
ftfifeaaaeSqjr indirectly.
The following table will show most clearly the way
Fuller uses the first and second persons*;
1st person 2nd person
Of Host itality 2 12
Of Jesting 8
Of Praising
Of Travelling 17
Of Company 3 15
Of APPaul 3
Of Building 3 5
Of Anger 6
Of Preferment 8
Of Kemory 2 13
On the average he used the second person 8,4 times in
and the first person 1,3 times; in an equal number of characters
he used I ,7 tines, and the second person not at all.
This sentence from Of Jesting will serve as further
illustration, for there is no lack of similar sentences of the
same sort. "VTneref ore if without thine intention against thy
will, "by chance medley thou hittest Scripture in ordinary dis-
course, yet fly to the city of refuge and pray to God to forgive
1
thee". In the character ' Thou' does not occur once. Prooahly the
"he" and "she" appear so much more often. In The Good wife , for in-
stance, "she" occurs forty-five times, i
1. Fuller, The italics are mine, op.cit., p.24.
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Hot a trace of the personal is revealed in Overbury's
characters. Yet in his An Es. ay of Valour ,"we " is used five tines,
"our" three tines, and
1
*!
"nine tines making in all twenty - one
1
references to the first person in three pages.
Joseph Hall's characters, also, are absolutely imper-
sonal; and with their studied, formal sentence structure give
no chance for individuality to glean forth
2
notwithstanding these tendencies Korley says: "In their
sententious "brevity Bacon's essays have, cf course, a style more
nearly allied to the English Character Writing than to the six-
teenth century essays of Montaigne, which were altogether dif-
ferent in style, nanner, and aim." Certainly the work of the tra
men was widely different, as Korley states, "but if he means to
imply that Bacon was influenced "by the charaxters he is most
evidently putting the cart "before the horse. For, according to
his own volume, the first character writing showing this formal
tone was inserted "by Ben Jonson in Qythia's Revels , which was first
acted in 1600. Bacon's early edition appeared in 1597. Harmon '
s
character sketch of 1567 shows no such rigidity of form as was
developed later,
L'orley, to prove that Bacon's essays and the characters
were much alike, quotes Of Studies, which shows considerable
artificiality in construction, as we noted before. Yet most of
the other essays of the first edition - as, for instance, O f
Disco urse - are written largely in a style which shows very little
"balance. Moreover, Bacon's sentence structure ever, when decidedly
1. MorleVj Character Writing of Seventeenth Century (Londonl891),p . lpr
2. Morley, op.cit,, p, 254.
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"balanced does not at all interfere with the sense, not lead him to
the monotonous repetition of the same thought in which the char-
acter writer indulges. With "Bacon form is always subordinate to
sense; with character writers form is an end in itself.
Though there is decided similarity at times between
characters and essays, Morley fails to consider that both were
written during a period strongly euphuistic, the modified form
of which I have shown continued for a long period of years. The
conclusion, then, is that euphuism was common to the two kinds of
writing, and hence likenesses between the two were not uncommon;
but euphuism was not the essential of either form - most certainly
not of the essay - and so the resemblance bears little significant
Owing to the greater formality of the character type>
euphuism seems to have grasped it with a stronger hold. In
Overbury's Essay of Valour there is not even one euphuistic figure,
although there is some fairly studied sentence structure; but
turning at random to the characters I find in His Yeoman fourteen
euphuistic metaphors on one page, as : "His Yeoman is the hanger
that a sergeant wears by his side; it is a false dje; it is a
tumbler," etc,
TTo essayist of the period remotely approaches such a
craze for artificiality as does the character writer ITicholas
Breton. Parallel construction is carried to the greatest extreme.
Fourteen sentences, in construction similar to the following come
one right after another, "In the king she shows grace, in council
her care, and in his state her strength". He abandons this only
I
to follow it with five sentences ben-inning with "she", and followec
1
immediately after by the verb., as, "She gives", "She shows". At
1. Llorley, op.cit.,p. 240*
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times he "becomes madly infatuated with groups of four. In Truth
there are eleven sentences, and five of them are constructed
1
on the "four" plan similar to the following: "Her truth is pure
gold, her time is right precious, her word is most gracious,
and her will is most glorious". Note here, too, the adverb al-
ways preceding each adjective, neither is the above an isolated
case, because in Morley's volume in the sixteen essays written
by Breton everyone exhibits thie "four" craze, though not always
to quite so marked a degree,
Joseph Hall's studied style displays a constant
succession of "if" constructions. "If he see a snake unkilled,
he fears a mischief; if the salt fall toward him, he looks pale
2
and red", etc. This mannerism is very frequent among other char-
acter writers, also
,
notably Fuller,
Is' it not then evident that the essay and the character,
though dealing with practically the same sort of subject-matter,
and though possessing many points of similarity, are essentially
different? The test of the ess ay is the subjective test; under
this the character cannot qualify* and such attempts as Lamb's
The Two Races of Men, or Imperfect Sympathies are mere properly
grouped not as characters but as essays.
1-. Morley, op.cit., p. 250.
2, Ibid.
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